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Let’s define!
“faculty engagement”



Method
•  This study used a quasi-experimental design 

and a three-round Delphi method to identify 
and examine the variables of faculty 
engagement that lead to access and inclusion 
for students with disabilities.

•  Participants
–  48 tenured/tenure-track faculty members, full-time 

instructors, and part-time lecturers
–  Two public universities, one private university, and 

one community college



Results
1. Faculty Choice
– Faculty evaluation
– Autonomy
–  Intrinsic motivation
–  Individual goals
–  Improvements
– Accomplishments



Highlight – Faculty Evaluation
•  Anchored within faculty review processes



Highlight – Faculty Evaluation
•  Anchored within faculty review processes
– Dossier/review
•  Teaching (40%)

– Make the connection clear
– FCQs
– Other student feedback



Highlight – Faculty Evaluation
•  Anchored within faculty review processes
– Dossier/review
•  Research (40%)

– Make the connection clear
– Publications
– Presentations
– Grants



Highlight – Faculty Evaluation
•  Anchored within faculty review processes
– Dossier/review
•  Service (20%)

– Make the connection clear
– Committees
– Leadership



Results
2. Content
– On-campus universal design for learning"

(UDL) initiatives 
– Strengths of faculty
– Availability of professional development
– Types of professional development



Highlight – UDL Initiatives
•  Going beyond the accessible syllabus 

template
•  Small time commitment – big impact
– Bookshare and textbook adoption

•  Considered the larger context of 
accessibility
– Social and historical perspectives
– Avoiding the “accessibility renegade”



Highlight – UDL Initiatives



Highlight – UDL Initiatives



Highlight – UDL Initiatives



Highlight – UDL Initiatives



Highlight – UDL Initiatives



Results
3. Collaboration
– Communities of practice
– Advancing institutional mission
– Motivation
–  Incentives



Highlight – Communities of Practice

•  Structured time for collaboration
•  Faculty schedules most often do not allow 

common planning time for faculty who do not 
happen to share course or office hours.
•  Alignment with department meetings was key, 

small group interactions



Highlight – Communities of Practice

•  Consultant style
– Can build faculty’s capacity to become reflective 

members of the campus community
– Encourages ongoing improvement
– Can take longer to see changes

•  Confronting style
– Can lead to quick results
– Offer concrete advice and modeling to increase 

faculty engagement
– Can be difficult for faculty to accept



Highlight – Communities of Practice

•  Momentum (how to keep it going…)
–  Successive reflection-action cycles
– What are my intrinsic motivations and levels of self-

efficacy in this?
– How do I deal with constraints of time?
–  In the face of the continuous distractions of daily 

professional life…



Discussion
•  Faculty evaluation is key
•  Integrated into other campus entities
•  Considered the larger context
•  Collect, analyze, and report faculty 

engagement



Next Steps
•  Future research…ways to get involved
•  Data analysis tool to help disability service 

staff collect, analyze, and report faculty 
engagement data.



Questions, Ideas?

Email: skupferm@uccs.edu
Phone: 719-255-4015


